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Abstract—This study aimed to describe the environmental problem solving ability, analyze differences in the environmental problem solving ability when viewed from gender and school differences. To test the environmental problem solving ability in students, a test instrument that refers to the Sanjaya’s indicator was developed. The test items were developed by researchers and validated by material and language experts. After revising the results of expert validation, the test of the environmental problem solving ability was tested. The trial results obtained a test instrument that was valid and reliable. Quantitative data were obtained from the answers of 136 students to the problem solving ability test. The results showed that: 1) the environmental problem solving ability in students was still low, 2) there is no relationship between gender differences and the environmental problem solving ability. 3) there is no relationship between school differences and problem solving abilities. Further researchers are suggested to facilitate students through teaching materials in the implementation of learning and increase student activity in learning activities in order to improve the environmental problem solving ability.
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1 Introduction

Technological developments cause rapid changes in human life. Positive influences arising from technological advances are easy access to information and other facilities that support human lifestyles [1] [2]. Furthermore, the use of technology in learning
can enhance learning experiences [3]. Technological developments that enter the world of learning, create new challenges in learning [4].

In addition to having a positive influence on human life, technological progress also has a negative effect. One of them is a change in environmental aspects [5] [6]. Cases that occur are environmental degradation and air pollution that triggers global warming [7].

The current rapid environmental degradation must be taken seriously. This is because environmental changes are associated with changes in biotic and abiotic aspects [8]. Therefore, to deal with environmental changes, especially in the case of environmental degradation, the environmental problem-solving ability is needed [9].

The environmental problem solving ability has become the focus of attention of researchers around the world to be studied and developed. Various studies examine the importance of problem solving learning in the field of Education by developing models, mobile-based learning technologies in environmental learning, and ecological approaches to learning to overcome environmental degradation in the 21st century, which are carried out at various levels of Education [10 -16].

From previous research, it can be concluded that the environmental problem solving ability can be taught through formal education. In recent years, the Indonesian government has focused on developing the environmental problem solving ability in formal education. The development of problem solving abilities is in line with the goals of 21st century learning, namely developing critical thinking skills and problem solving, communication, collaboration, creativity and innovation [17]. One subject that has a focus on developing problem solving abilities is geography because geography examines geospheric phenomena through spatial, regional and ecological perspectives [18]. Learning geography that aims to develop the environmental problem solving ability can be done through the process of constructing old knowledge and experience with new knowledge and experience [19] [20]. Geography learning can be used to develop problem-solving skills through contextual learning [5].

Based on indicators of problem solving ability, this study investigated the initial environmental problem solving ability. It aimed to obtain a picture and solution to develop problem solving skills. Furthermore, this study was also conducted to find out whether there were differences in problem solving abilities in different genders and schools.

Measuring the environmental problem solving ability requires the development of test instruments for the environmental problem solving ability. This is due to the lack of instruments to measure the environmental problem solving ability in accordance with the character of students in Indonesia. In addition, studies on the level of students' environmental problem solving abilities are still very rarely found. Therefore, this study sought to complement the research conducted by previous researchers in measuring environmental problem solving abilities and the level of environmental problem solving abilities of students and reviewing differences in abilities based on differences in genders and schools.

There are several topics explored in this article, namely the elaborating of the theoretical basis, proposing hypotheses, elaborating methodologies and instruments of development, results and evaluations, and discussion. The article also discussed the limitations of research and suggestions for future research.
2 Theoretical Background

2.1 The Relation between Environmental Problem Solving Ability and Environmental Education in Geography Learning

Basically, environmental education is an educational process that aims to improve people to be aware of and care for the environment and all matters relating to the environment, both separately and in relation to humans [21] [22]. In Indonesia, environmental education received attention from 1977, then, environmental education was included in formal education in 1986 in the subject of population and environmental education. In 2006, the Indonesian government developed the "adiwiyata" green school program as a platform for environmental education learning for students. [23]. In accordance with the development of the 21st century, environmental education is the main focus in the framework of Education in Indonesia as the main goal of learning, namely overcoming environmental problems, especially in Adiwiyata schools [24]. In this case, geography learning is included in the framework of environmental subjects with the type of problem being taken that is not well structured. Unstructured problems are concerned with aspects of the process in solving problems [25]. The scope of geography studies in assessing the environment can be seen in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. The scope of the Geography Study in Assessing the Environment [26] is modified](image)

The constructivist theory in environments learning for environmental sustainability requires a direct approach where students learn and interact [27]. The constructivist theory in environmental education is widely taught through a form of investigation of environmental problems through teachers and students [28] [29]. Learning is done through in-depth discussions and investigations even related to past experiences that are connected with findings that occur today.

Furthermore, there are other ways used by previous researchers to implement environmental education into learning through the adoption of technology, delivery of information, as well as the implementation of learning tools and learning models [10-16]. Environmental education in its relationship with the inculcation of the environmental problem solving ability in the face of environmental degradation becomes one of the interesting studies to study.
2.2 The Environmental Problem Solving Ability and Personal Factors of Students

In the last few decades, one of the most important problems that has become the focus of immediate resolution is environmental problems [30]. Therefore, the problem solving ability is very important to be taught to students in learning activities. By the environmental problem solving ability, students can foster environmental awareness through a responsible attitude towards the environment [30-32]. Through cognitive aspects that are taught in class, students have the ability to provide solutions and are skilled to choose the best solution and other alternatives if the solution cannot be implemented properly [32-34]. The solution chosen also requires students’ ability to recognize problems such as finding causes, correctness of information, and the consequences of each solution [35].

The importance of mastering the environmental problem solving ability encourages the teacher to provide a situation to achieve learning goals. Situations that support environmental problem solving activities should adjust to the conditions experienced by students [34] [36]. Contextual conditions become the initial stimulus so that it can improve scientific attitudes and student achievement [37]. Therefore, learning aimed at solving environmental problems must link the problem being solved to the environment in which the student is active.

Students have an important role in implementing problem solving learning. This relates to self-will and self-sensitivity of students in dealing with problems in the environment [29]. Self-motivation is related to the goal of carrying out problem solving activities [38]. Internal factors such as student personality from individual preference theory have been investigated to find out how influential personalities such as the mental processes of sensing, intuition, thinking, and feeling influence decision making [39-41].

Student demographic factors such as gender have been discussed in some of the earlier literature in relation to problem-solving abilities and the extent to which gender influences problem-solving abilities [42-49]. Research on gender and its relationship to problem solving skills alludes to the fact that men are superior in problem solving [42] [44] [45] [48] [49]. Other studies explain that it is women who are actually superior to men in problem solving [46]. On the other hand, other studies did not find any gender differences in problem solving abilities [43] [47].

External factors are also discussed in this study about how influential factors from outside students in problem solving skills. External factors such as teacher teaching methods and the learning environment are considered as factors that influence the problem solving ability [50] [51]. Researchers focus on external factors such as the learning environment especially schools. School is considered as an environment that is relevant to students’ life, considering that students spend a lot of time in school studying and interacting [52].
2.3 Research Models and Hypotheses

The problem solving ability is very important for students to face the rapid technological development because by teaching the environmental problem solving ability to students, they will get used to doing thinking activities to solve problems. It motivates researchers to conduct research that aimed to determine the students environmental problem solving ability. Furthermore, this study involved two variables that influence the problem solving ability. Researchers examined internal factors, namely gender and external factors, namely schools as factors that influenced the environmental problem solving ability. Therefore, researchers try to delivered the following questions:

- How are students’ environmental problem solving abilities?
- Are there differences in the environmental problem solving abilities across gender differences?
- Are there differences in the environmental problem solving abilities across school differences?

3 Methodology

The research conducted refered to a survey of the environmental problem solving ability. The study used quantitative data collection methods conducted by distributing tests of problem solving abilities to high school students who are the research subjects.

The results of data collection produce data on the environmental problem solving ability. To answer research questions about how the environmental problem solving ability, the data obtained from environmental problem solving ability were then analyzed using descriptive statistics. The criteria for the level of problem solving ability were known by calculating the total score obtained by students. The score results were categorized into five categories: very low, low, medium, high, and very high. To find out the environmental problem solving ability of all students, the average student was calculated. The details of the five criteria for students’ environmental problem solving abilities can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental Problem Solving Ability Scores</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–20</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–40</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–60</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61–80</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81–100</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To complete the analysis, descriptive statistics, mean values, and standard deviations are also expressed, for each question and indicator of problem solving ability. To answer the second and third questions related to problem solving skills when viewed from different genders and schools, the analysis required Mann Whitney assisted with SPSS 23 for Windows.
4 Instrument

To find out the environmental problem solving ability, an instrument to test environmental problem solving abilities was developed. The instrument developed was related to environmental issues contextually. The Sanjaya’s indicators [53] were used as an indicator of problem solving ability. The question contained five sub-indicators: 1) formulating problems, 2) formulating hypotheses, 3) collecting data 4) testing hypotheses, and 5) providing problem solving recommendation [53]. The instruments were prepared using two experts in the field of Languages and geographic resources. The questions consisted of 10 question items with scores adjusted to the level of difficulty for each question item.

After developing the question items, the steps taken were validating the test items. Expert validation aimed to test whether the instrument developed has language clarity and the suitability of the material with learning, so that the instrument can be applied to students [54]. The results of expert validation showed that the test instrument for problem solving ability was ready to be tested with several improvements such as the use of language that is easier to understand, more systematic sequence of questions, and adjustment to the concept of learning.

Before the test is widely implemented, a preliminary study was conducted to test whether the questions had been clear and easily understood. The study was conducted for 1 week. The trial involved 30 students. The trial phase produced as many as 10 valid question items with a validity range of 0.527 - 0.780. Test instruments also obtained reliable results with Cronbach’s alpha values > r table (0.876 > 0.361). The details of test items, validity values, and reliability can be seen in Table 2.

Table 2. Indicators, Questions, Validity, and Reliability of Test Instruments of Environmental Problems Solving Ability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Validity</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formulating the problem</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>What are the problems on the passage?</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulating hypotheses</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>What are the factors that cause these problems?</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>What will happen if the problem is not resolved immediately?</td>
<td>0.767</td>
<td>0.858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>What is a solution to deal with problems in passage?</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collecting data</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Are there any difficulties that will be encountered to deal with the problem?</td>
<td>0.703</td>
<td>0.862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing the hypotheses</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>What is the best solution to overcome these problems?</td>
<td>0.767</td>
<td>0.858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>What is the strengths and weaknesses of the solutions provided?</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Based on your choice, how is a practical way to solve the problem?</td>
<td>0.703</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing problem solving rec-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>If the solution given has constraints, is there an alternative solution to overcome the problem?</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ommendation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>How are alternative solutions to solve the problem?</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The trial results show ten items of environmental problem solving ability test were valid and reliable. Each question item related to a mass media article entitled "Coal and Environmental Damage". The selection of the title was based on the characteristics of the environment in which students live, namely in the city of Banjarmasin that was surrounded by coal mining locations. Therefore, it was very close to the student's living environment. Based on the results of the trial, the instrument test was ready to be implemented on the research subject. The trial was conducted on geography subjects for 2 hours of learning (2x45 minutes).

4.1 Characteristics of Research Subjects

To determine students' environmental problem solving ability, research involved gender and school variables. The research subjects were selected from two schools that represented the geographical characteristics of the Banjarmasin city, Indonesia. Different characteristics can be seen in the northern and southern parts of Banjarmasin City. The 69 students were taken as samples. They were from Senior High School A that is located in the northern part of the suburbs with a neighborhood of schools in the form of housing. Meanwhile, the 67 students who were taken as samples were from Senior High School B. it is located in the southern part of the suburbs, the neighborhood around the school is dominated by swamp land which is used as rice fields. The selection of high schools in Banjarmasin was based on the consideration that high schools in Banjarmasin are among the learning development projects in Indonesia. The number of samples in the two schools consisted of 72 male students and 64 female students. Based on ethical considerations and the privacy interests of students and schools as research subjects, personal data of students and schools must be carefully calculated during the research process.

The study was conducted for 3 months from October to December 2018. Before conducting the study, researchers obtained research permission at the research subject school. Before heading to the school, the researchers came to the South Kalimantan Province Education Office to complete the administration and obtain the main data as a reference for the selection of schools of research subjects. The study was conducted on the material "natural resources" with a time allocation of 4 x 45 minutes per week for two months. Subjects were asked to answer environmental problem solving tests with direct supervision from a geography teacher. The geography teacher collected the results of the test ban and returned it to the researcher for analysis. Before the study, the researcher gave guarantees the confidentiality and anonymity of the data to the research subjects.

4.2 Analysis of Research Results Data

Tests on the environmental problem solving ability that had been developed were then implemented on the research subjects. A total of 72 male students (53.% of the study sample) and 64 female students (47%) from two schools that have different geographical locations were included. Students were categorized based on two variables
namely gender (male and female) as internal variables and school location (High School A and High School B) as external variables.

In the ability to formulate problems, students both viewed from the gender type and the school showed the same category score with a total score of 92.65, which means the ability to formulate problems in very high criteria, this means that students had been skilled in formulating problems and recognizing problems that will be solved. Then, the ability of students to formulate hypotheses and collect data had decreased but it is still in the high category (62.72 for formulating a hypothesis and 69.49 for collecting data). The results of the ability to test hypotheses and recommend problem solving solution both have low criteria (29.03 for testing problems and 14.04 for providing problem solving recommendation). This means students had difficulty with the ability to test hypotheses and recommend problem-solving solutions. This finding shows that all students of both genders and schools have difficulty in solving environmental problems (total score = 38.50, low criteria) (see table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Formulating problem</th>
<th>Formulating hypothesis</th>
<th>Collecting data</th>
<th>Testing the hypothesis</th>
<th>providing problem solving recommendation</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>93.89</td>
<td>61.94</td>
<td>67.78</td>
<td>28.33</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>37.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>91.25</td>
<td>64.61</td>
<td>71.41</td>
<td>29.82</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>39.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>98.26</td>
<td>65.65</td>
<td>71.74</td>
<td>29.44</td>
<td>14.01</td>
<td>39.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>86.87</td>
<td>59.70</td>
<td>67.16</td>
<td>28.61</td>
<td>14.08</td>
<td>37.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To examine the ability to solve environmental problems more specifically, descriptive statistics were used for each indicator and question items on the test. Table 4 shows the average range of 2.28 to 12.43. The total number of scores for each indicator is taken from the sum of each test item. In more complex problem solving skills, the mean decreases in each test item. This can clearly explain that in the increasingly complex question items, students find it very difficult to give the targeted answer, namely the ability to present environmental problem solutions (M = 4.21, SD = 3.667). The findings are presented in Table 4.

To answer questions about differences in the environmental problem solving ability in different genders, researchers used non-parametric non-parametric statistical tests using the Mann Whitney U test. This was chosen after drawing conclusions that the research data were not normally distributed. Whitney U test was assessed based on the total score and items per indicator of the environmental problem solving ability. The results showed that the environmental problem solving ability of female students was higher (M = 73.09, SD = 9.257) compared to male students (M = 64.42, SD = 9.257). However, if assessed from differences in the environmental problem solving ability, there was no significant differences between male and female students (Sig (2 tailed) = 0.119, p> 0.05).

The results of a more in-depth analysis of each indicator (formulating problems, formulating hypotheses, collecting data, testing the hypotheses, recommending problem solving solution) find the same thing that there is no significant difference. If examined
more deeply on each indicator of problem solving ability, female students are superior than male students in the indicators formulating hypothesis, collecting data, and testing the hypothesis. The detail results of the study can be seen in Table 5.

### Table 4. Statistical Descriptions on Indicators of Environmental Problem Solving Ability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formulating Problem (FP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>-1.651</td>
<td>0.736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FH 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>1.047</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FH 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>1.497</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FH 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>2.165</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collecting Data (CD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>2.819</td>
<td>-0.114</td>
<td>-1.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>2.819</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>2.018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>2.415</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>2.018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>1.444</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing Problem Solving...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>3.667</td>
<td>1.978</td>
<td>2.872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPSR 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>2.613</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPSR 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5. Mann-Whitney Non-Parametric Statistical Test Results on Gender Differences on the Environmental Problem Solving Ability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Mann-Whitney U</th>
<th>Wilcoxon W</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Asymp. Sig (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formulating problem</td>
<td>70.61</td>
<td>66.13</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>2152.000</td>
<td>4232.000</td>
<td>-988</td>
<td>.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulating hypothesis</td>
<td>65.47</td>
<td>71.91</td>
<td>3.329</td>
<td>2085.500</td>
<td>4713.500</td>
<td>-.962</td>
<td>.336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collecting data</td>
<td>66.49</td>
<td>70.77</td>
<td>2.819</td>
<td>2159.000</td>
<td>4787.000</td>
<td>-.712</td>
<td>.476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing the hypothesis</td>
<td>65.58</td>
<td>71.78</td>
<td>4.324</td>
<td>2094.000</td>
<td>4722.000</td>
<td>-.920</td>
<td>.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing problem solving...</td>
<td>70.52</td>
<td>66.23</td>
<td>3.666</td>
<td>2158.500</td>
<td>4238.500</td>
<td>-.685</td>
<td>.493</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Researchers also used a non-parametric statistical test analysis using the Mann Whitney U test to differences in the environmental problem solving ability based on different school locations. Schools were categorized in High School A, which is located in the north of the city (residential neighborhood) and High School B, which is located in the south of the city (housing and rice fields). The results of the environmental problem solving ability at school A are higher (M = 73.72, SD = 9.257) compared to school B (M = 63.13, SD = 9.257). However, there is no significant differences were found between School A and School B in the environmental problem solving ability (Sig (2 tailed) = 0.117, p> 0.05).

The findings analyzed more specifically show that although there is no significant difference between high school A students and high school B students, the ability to formulate problems and formulate hypotheses is significant. Significance value is (sig (2tailed) = 0.000, p<0.05) and formulating hypothesis (sig (2 tailed) = 0.044, p<0.05) between high school A students and high school B students prove specific differences.
The results of the Mann-Whitney test are presented in Table 6. Even if traced in more detail, High School A students outperformed High School B students over all indicators of environmental problem solving ability, ability to formulate problems, and the ability to form hypotheses. This means that compared to High School B students, High School A students tend to have the ability to formulate problems (M = 78.04, SD = 0.778) that is better than High School B students (M = 58.67, SD = 0.778). Similarly, high school A students also excel at the ability to formulate hypotheses (M = 75.15, SD = 3.329) compared to High School B students (M = 61.65, SD = 3.329). In other indicators, it can also be seen that high school A students outperformed high school B students. This finding shows that in the environmental problem solving ability, high school A students are superior compared to high school B students. (Data in table 6).

Table 6. Non-Parametric Statistical Test Results of School Differences on the Environmental Problem Solving Ability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Mean Range</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Mann-Whitney U</th>
<th>Wilcoxon W</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Asymp. Sig (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formulating problem</td>
<td>78.04</td>
<td>58.67</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>1653.000</td>
<td>3931.000</td>
<td>-4.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulating hypothesis</td>
<td>75.15</td>
<td>61.65</td>
<td>3.329</td>
<td>1852.500</td>
<td>4130.500</td>
<td>-2.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collecting data</td>
<td>70.83</td>
<td>66.10</td>
<td>2.819</td>
<td>2151.000</td>
<td>4429.000</td>
<td>-.787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing the hypothesis</td>
<td>69.93</td>
<td>67.02</td>
<td>4.324</td>
<td>2212.500</td>
<td>4490.500</td>
<td>-.433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing problem solving</td>
<td>69.49</td>
<td>67.49</td>
<td>3.666</td>
<td>2243.500</td>
<td>4521.500</td>
<td>-.320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The environmental problem solving ability developed through paper-based test items has been successfully implemented and obtained results that can measure the environmental problem solving ability of high school students. Students showed problem-solving abilities in the low category (total score of 38.50 in the low category). Table 5 shows no differences in problem solving abilities between male and female students (Sig (2 tailed) = 0.119, p> 0.05). Furthermore, table 6 shows the findings also revealed no difference when viewed from the school (Sig (2 tailed) = 0.117, p> 0.05).

5 Discussion

The need for the environmental problem solving ability increases along with the development of science and technology. This causes the need to increase the ability to think at a higher level, which refers to the ability to provide solutions to problems [55]. In the field of Education, the teacher believes that through students who are skilled at solving environmental problems, students will easily adapt to real life [12]. For this reason, learning that teaches the natural environment in the classroom and outside the classroom is needed [56]. Before conducting the study, the researcher managed to develop an instrument to measure the environmental problem solving ability by referring to the Sanjaya’s indicators. The choice of indicators was due to the characteristics of high school students. Several previous studies have strengthened the reason why these indicators were chosen to be developed into a test instrument in research [57] [58].
In general, students still have difficulty in thinking to solve environmental problems [59]. The result of the investigation found that students' weaknesses in solving problems is less sensitive to what was happening in the surrounding environment. This is influenced by several factors both inside and outside the student. From the inside, the problem is unfamiliarity and lack of sensitivity to the environment [60]. Students are lack knowledge of the latest information, even though information technology has been highly developed. The use of information technology via smartphones mostly to access online games. From the outside, the problem is learning that only memorizes many concepts, but does not connect to contextual problems to be solved by students. Memorization activities hinder the activeness of students interacting with the environment. This is supported by research [61], which explains that active learning can have an impact on increasing students' chances of learning more.

Furthermore, the variable environmental problem solving ability, such as gender and school location, has been explained in the research literature regarding the relationship between these variables and the ability to solve environmental problems. If both gender variables and school location are explained, all indicators are very low except indicator formulating problems because the problem solving ability was rarely done so that it is difficult for students to provide solutions about environmental problems. The results prove the null hypothesis and show no difference between male and female students in the environmental problem solving ability. The conclusion from the results of the influence of gender differences on the environmental problem solving ability is in accordance with the objectives and research hypotheses. The results show that the significance value is more than 0.05. The results of the study are in line with other studies which state that there is no difference in the problem solving ability when viewed from gender differences [43] [47].

The rejection of the research hypothesis is caused by another factor, namely the learning process. Learning applied by the teacher is without distinguishing gender in the class. The teacher provides teaching material, time allocation, and evaluation of the same learning without differentiating gender. However, research [42] [44-46] [48] [49] challenges the research findings. The research results [42] [44] [45] [48] [49] showed that men are superior in problem solving while research [46] states women are superior to men in problem solving.

The second hypothesis obtained the results of rejection of the hypothesis, which means there is no influence of school differences with the problem solving ability. The results of the proposed hypothesis were based on the research objectives. Evidence shows that the significance value of the Mann Whitney test results shows a significance greater than the proposed significance level (0.05). Although the indicators of formulating problem and formulating hypotheses show that there are differences in terms of school differences, they have not yet fulfilled the requirements for all environmental problem solving ability.

This is because the location of the school has the same characteristics, which are in the suburbs. The two research subject schools have similarities in terms of environmental, accessibility and facilities aspects. This is supported by research [62] [63], which states that the same environment, accessibility and facilities affect learning outcomes. The environmental problem solving ability between students of school A and B is still
low because both school locations are on the suburbs with limited access and learning facilities. This is supported by [64] which states that schools located in the suburbs have lower grades than students who study in the city center.

6 Limitations and Future Research

The author realizes this research still has limitations. Efforts to correct the shortcomings of this research will be refined in further research in the future. The limitations obtained are related to sample problems, instrument testing, and research variables. First, this research was limited to class XI students from three high schools in Banjarmasin. The small number of samples caused the results of the study could not be generalized widely throughout Banjarmasin City, Indonesia. Research was limited to high school students in Banjarmasin City. Second, instrument testing has procedures that can be carried out in the field, but testing the validity and reliability of the instrument has limitations with a small number of test subjects. Testing instruments without looking at gender and school factors causes the instrument to be general in nature. Third, research was limited to internal factors such as gender, and school factors. Other variables that influence the environmental problem solving ability are not involved causing conclusions obtained only from two factors (gender and school).

The limitations of this study have implications for future research. For future research, it is expected to expand research subjects that are not limited to the scope of one city. It is necessary to cross cities to generate better research. Furthermore, further research is needed at the elementary school, junior high school and university level. Instrument development is expected to answer the variables studied according to the characteristics of the subject. Furthermore, future research is expected to involve other variables that affect the ability to solve environmental problems.

7 Conclusion

The importance of the environmental problem solving ability has become the focus of attention of previous research to examine as has been stated in the introduction and supporting literature of this paper. The development of industrialization and modernity of human life has directly affected the environment. Most influences on industrialization and modernization in this century are destructive, giving rise to other effects of the process of environmental degradation [33]. The environmental problem solving ability needs to be taught through Education [65].

The purpose of this study was to determine the level of students' environmental problem solving abilities, and to investigate the effects of gender and school differences and identify the extent to which these factors influence the environmental problem solving ability. The results of the study show that the level of environmental problem solving ability in students is still low. Furthermore, gender and school factors were not found to influence the environmental problem solving ability.

The environmental problem solving ability in students still needs to be improved. Some recommendations were mentioned in previous studies to improve the problem
solving ability, especially in learning activities in the classroom [66-73]. Growing sensitivity to environmental problems is important for students to do. In this case, technological development must be utilized. Learning environment that uses technology, will increase the effectiveness of learning [16]. This also influences student interest [73]. In this context, guidance from teachers is needed to oversee technology-based learning so that learning goals to solve environmental problems can be more meaningful. Furthermore, teachers should consider the internal factors of students in learning activities. Student internal factors can be used as a reference for treatment of student problems, especially for each individual student.

This research was expected to be the basis of steps to develop the environmental problem solving ability through education. Research can help teachers as a foundation for the environmental problem solving ability that need more attention when viewed from each indicator. Furthermore, this research can provide input to teachers to adopt good learning in order to improve their environmental problem solving ability.
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